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We present high-resolution measurements of the pair interactions between dielectric spheres dis-
persed in a fluid medium with a low dielectric constant. Despite the absence of charge control agents
or added organic salts, these measurements reveal strong and long-ranged repulsions consistent with
substantial charges on the particles whose interactions are screened by trace concentrations of mobile
ions in solution. The dependence of the estimated charge on the particles’ radii is consistent with
charge renormalization theory, and thus offers insights into the charging mechanism in this inter-
esting class of model systems. The measurement technique, based on optical-tweezer manipulation
and artifact-free particle tracking, makes use of optimal statistical methods to reduce measurement
errors to the femtonewton frontier while covering an extremely wide range of interaction energies.

The linearized Poisson-Boltzmann model for col-
loidal electrostatic interactions predicts that like-
charged spheres dispersed in aqueous electrolytes interact
through a screened-Coulomb repulsion [1]. This model
agrees well with direct measurements of the interactions
between pairs of charged colloidal spheres dispersed in
water at low ionic strength [2, 3]. Surface charges develop
on these particles through dissociation of ionizable groups
[4], and are screened by atomic-scale counterions in so-
lution. Agreement with the predicted screened-Coulomb
form is obtained even for particles that carry charges so
large that the approximations underlying the linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann model no longer apply. The effective
charges parameterizing these interactions then are con-
sistent with charge renormalization theory [3, 5, 6]. Here,
we show that linearized Poisson-Boltzmann theory also
describes the interactions between nominally uncharged
acrylic spheres dispersed in a nominally apolar medium,
and that the effective charges on these particles are large
enough to be described by charge renormalization theory.

The particles used for this study are dispersion-
polymerized poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
spheres [7, 8] suspended in a mixture of cyclohexyl bro-
mide (CXB) and dodecane. The particles have a density
of 1.19 g mL−1 and a refractive index of np = 1.492 at
a wavelength of λ = 532 nm. Adding 16 % dodecane
by weight to CXB yields a density-matching medium
with an estimated dielectric constant [9] of ε = 5.9
and a refractive index of nm = 1.4745. The refractive
index contrast (np − nm = 0.0175) is large enough
that the particles can be imaged in a conventional
bright-field microscope without fluorescent labeling and
can be trapped with conventional optical tweezers. All
quantities were measured at 20 ◦C.

The PMMA particles have non-ionogenic surfaces that
are sterically stabilized with poly(12-hydroxystearic acid)
(PHS) [10]. When dispersed in an apolar index-matching
medium, similar particles have been shown to act as
a model hard-sphere system [11] characterized by con-
tact repulsions, but no longer-ranged interactions. These
spheres can be rendered neutrally buoyant through the
addition of density-matching cosolvents such as tetra-
chloroethylene without affecting their long-ranged inter-

actions [12]. When dispersed in CXB, however, these par-
ticles can display extremely long-ranged repulsions that
are strong enough to stabilize colloidal crystals at volume
fractions below 10−3 [13]. These repulsions arise from
positive surface charges that are believed to be built up
by association of positively charged species in solution
with the particles’ surfaces or with the PHS layer cov-
ering the surfaces, or both. These positive species, in
turn, are believed to arise from hydrolysis of CXB lead-
ing to dehydrobromination. The resulting hydrogen bro-
mide then dissociates slightly to produce protons that
contribute to the spheres’ charges and bromide ions that
remain in solution [13, 14]. The presence of a tertiary
amine catalyst used to attach the graft copolymer stabi-
lizer layer recently has been implicated in the charging
process [15].

The impurity content of ‘as received’ CXB (Sigma
Aldrich, ≥ 98 %) depends on its age and storage con-
ditions. Prior to using the CXB, we pass it though an
activated alumina column to remove polar and acidic
molecules such as H2O and HBr [16]. The measured
conductivity subsequently decreases by one or two or-
ders of magnitude. No effort was made to rigorously
exclude moisture from the CXB aside from padding the
storage bottles with dry nitrogen. An ‘intrinsic’ conduc-
tivity of O

{
10−9

}
S m−1 is typically observed in the pu-

rified CXB [13–15], which remains reasonably constant
for several weeks. Hydrolysis reactions, stemming from
the presence of trace amounts of water, are believed to
produce hydrogen bromide via elimination reactions and
nucleophilic substitution [17, 18]. As a result, the con-
ductivity will slowly rise with time. Kinetic studies of
the hydrolysis of alicyclic bromide compounds, including
CXB, have been reported using a conductivity method
[19].

The degree to which HBr can dissociate in solution is
controlled by the Bjerrum length,

λB =
e2

4πεε0kBT
, (1)

at which distance the Coulomb interaction between two
monovalent ions is equal in magnitude to the thermal
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of a two-particle blinking optical trapping experiment with the traps on.
(b) Typical bright-field image of 2.3 µm-diameter PMMA spheres in CXB/dodecane overlaid with circles marking the measured
sphere positions. (c) Single-blink trajectory of 2.3 µm-spheres with an initial particle separation of 4.8 µm. The particles move
1.6 µm within the 86 ms blink period.

energy scale, kBT at absolute temperature T . Here, ε0
is the vacuum permittivity, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
and e is the elementary charge. The Bjerrum length in
water at room temperature is 0.7 nm. Solvation of ions
by water molecules therefore yields stable charge sepa-
ration [20]. Dodecane’s Bjerrum length of 28.3 nm, by
contrast, is much larger than the molecular scale. Ion sol-
vation is only possible in such an environment if micelles
or similar large-scale structures participate in maintain-
ing charge separation [21–23]. The Bjerrum length of
the CXB-dodecane mixture is 9.6 nm, which limits the
concentration of mobile ions, but does not preclude their
existence [24, 25].

The presence of a small concentration of solvated ions
in the CXB-dodecane mixture is suggested by the so-
lution’s conductivity, which is measured to be σ =
2.6× 10−9 S m−1 using a Scientifica model 627 conduc-
tivity meter. This is related to the concentration, n,
of dissolved ions by σ = Λ0n, where Λ0 is the limit-
ing molar conductance of the ions in the CXB-dodecane
mixture. Assuming that ionic currents are carried by
dissociated HBr, we can estimate Λ0 from the previ-
ously measured value Λb = 11.4 cm2 S mol−1, for HBr
in 2-butanol (ε = 16.6) [26] using the Walden product
Λ0η0 = Λbηb. Here, η0 = (1.945± 0.005) mPa s is the
viscosity of the CXB-dodecane solution, as measured by
capillary viscometry, and ηb = 3.501 mPa s is the cor-
responding value for 2-butanol [27]. From this, we ob-
tain Λ0 = 20.5 cm2 S mol−1 and a total concentration
of monovalent ions of n = (1.27± 0.05)× 10−9 M. In
a conventional electrolyte, dissolved ions contribute to
the Debye-Hückel screening length, κ−1, given by

κ2 = 4πλBnNA, (2)

where NA is Avogadro’s number. For the bulk CXB-
dodecane solution in the absence of spheres, we obtain
κ−1b = (3.4± 0.1) µm.

The nominally neutral PMMA spheres acquire charges
when dispersed in this solvent. The presence and positive
sign of these charges are confirmed through electrophore-
sis performed with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS with a
universal dip cell (ZEN1002). Neither the solvation of
the ions nor the presence of charges on the spheres relies
on the addition of charge-stabilizing agents.

One possible origin for the spheres’ positive charge is
an ion-dipole association between cations in solution and
the polar carbonyl groups of PHS stabilizer layer, in-
cluding the intended diester linkage between the epoxide-
functionalized PHS-g-PMMA stabilizer and surface acid
groups. This idea was proposed originally to explain the
apparent surface charge behavior of similar colloidal par-
ticles suspended in dodecane with added salt [28, 29].
Recently, an alternative mechanism has been proposed
[15] in which protons associate with tertiary amine-
terminated surface groups resulting from a competing
chemical reaction between a catalyst used to couple the
stabilizer and the carboxylic acid groups present on the
particle surface. The carbonyl groups’ dipole moments
are four times greater than the amine groups’, however
[30, 31]. If we account for the entire PHS molecule
at an average surface coverage per soluble moiety of
3.5 nm2 [32] and use 1740 for the average PHS molec-
ular weight [7], we estimate that there are between 10
and 100 more carbonyl groups than amine groups avail-
able for proton binding. It is likely that both reactions
take place during the so-called stabilizer “locking stage”
using dimethylethanolamine. Regardless of the type of
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dipole at or near the particle surface, the particle charg-
ing mechanism would be the same.

Here, we report on blinking-optical-tweezer measure-
ments [2, 3, 33, 34] of the colloidal spheres’ interactions
in this unusual electrolyte. These measurements yield
estimates for the spheres’ charges and the electrolyte’s
screening length. Our analysis uses adaptive kernel den-
sity estimators [35] to make optimal use of unevenly
sampled trajectory data, thereby achieving femtonew-
ton force resolution over a wide range of particle separa-
tions. The results of these measurements are consistent
with screened-Coulomb repulsions between like-charged
spheres in quantitative agreement with predictions of the
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann model. The spheres’ effec-
tive charges are found to scale linearly with their radii in
a manner consistent with charge renormalization theory.
The Debye-Hückel screening length obtained from these
measurements is significantly longer than the value in-
ferred from the solution’s bulk conductivity, yet shorter
than the values estimated from the lattice constants of
colloidal crystals formed from similar particles [14].

Our sample cell consists of a rectangular borosilicate
capillary tube (Vitrocom 5010) whose interior thickness
is 100 µm, which is attached to a standard microscope
slide with optical adhesive (Norland Type 68). The cap-
illary tube is shielded with foil to protect the CXB from
ultraviolet photolysis during the curing process. Three-
quarters of the chamber is filled with a suspension of
PMMA particles in a density-matching medium at an ini-
tial volume fraction of φ ∼ 10−3. The remainder of the
channel is filled with deionized water. Positively charged
particles rapidly deposit onto the glass channel’s inner
surfaces to form a stabilizing layer that prevents further
deposition. The remaining particles remain suspended
at a volume fraction of about 10−5 for at least a month.
No more than 50 spheres are immobilized in the field of
view. These are few enough and far enough from the fo-
cal plane not to interfere with trapping or tracking the
pairs of spheres used for interaction measurements.

The equilibrated sample is mounted for observation on
the stage of an inverted optical microscope (Zeiss Ax-
iovert T100 2TV) outfitted with an oil-immersion objec-
tive lens (Zeiss Plan Apo, numerical aperture 1.4) with
a magnification of 100× for particles with radii smaller
than ap = 1.5 µm, and 63× for larger particles. The ob-
jective lens is used to project a pair of holographic optical
tweezers into the sample [36, 37] at a vacuum wavelength
of 532 nm (Coherent Verdi V-5). The laser beam’s wave-
fronts are appropriately shaped by a liquid-crystal spatial
light modulator (Hamamatsu PPM X8267).

As shown schematically in Fig. 1(a), two optical traps
are used to move a pair of spheres to the midplane of
the sample cell at a specified center-to-center separation
r. Once positioned, the particles are released, and their
motions are recorded at 1500 frames/s with a digital high-
speed video camera. The camera’s exposure time, 0.6 ms,
is short enough to avoid artifacts due to motion blurring
[38, 39]. Figure 1(b) shows a detail of a typical video

frame of two 2.3 µm-diameter spheres obtained 3 ms after
the particles were released. The spheres’ in-plane posi-
tions are determined to within 10 nm in each snapshot
using standard methods of digital video microscopy [33].
The circles overlaid on the image in Fig. 1(b) are centered
on the particles’ positions. Care was taken in these mea-
surements [40] to avoid tracking artifacts due to overlap
of the spheres’ diffraction patterns [41]. Location data
from consecutive frames are linked into trajectories, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). The complete data set then consists
of a set of trajectories obtained over a range of starting
separations.

Repeatedly trapping and releasing pairs of spheres
builds statistics for the particles’ trajectories from which
we can extract estimates for the interparticle interaction
[2, 34]. Keeping the particles more than 40 µm from the
nearest glass surface minimizes any influence of hydro-
dynamic coupling to the walls [42–44]. The traps are
extinguished for 100 ms in each 700 ms blink cycle, these
times being selected to ensure that the particles are re-
liably recaptured at the end of each cycle. These inter-
vals also are short enough that tracking errors due to the
spheres’ out-of-plane diffusion may be ignored. The par-
ticles move freely while the traps are off, and the camera
is triggered to record a sequence of 130 frames over a pe-
riod of 86 ms. Missing 10 ms at the beginning and 4 ms at
the end of each blink ensures that the traps are fully ex-
tinguished during data acquisition, and gives the system
some time to relax from any light-induced perturbations.
The data in Fig. 1(c) were recorded during a single blink.

Particles’ trajectories encode information about their
interactions. Assuming that the medium is isotropic and
that its viscosity is large enough that the particles’ mo-
tions are overdamped, the particles both diffuse under
the influence of random thermal forces and drift under
the influence of their mutual interaction. If we project
the particles’ motions into the direction connecting their
centers, they are as likely to diffuse together as they are
to diffuse apart. In that case, an ensemble average of
the projected relative velocity yields the center-to-center
drift velocity, v(r), which is related to the interparticle
force, F (r), by

v(r) = µ(r)F (r), (3)

where µ(r) is the pair mobility for relative motion along
r̂ at separation r. Provided that µ(r) is known, measure-
ments of v(r) yield estimates for the interparticle force,
F (r).

As pointed out in Ref. [34], the particles’ relative diffu-
sivity D(r) along the axial direction also depends on their
relative axial mobility through the Einstein relation

D(r) = µ(r) kBT. (4)

The diffusivity can be obtained from the same trajec-
tory data by computing the ensemble average of the fluc-
tuations in the particles’ relative velocity. Combining
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Kernel density estimates of the (a) probability distribution function ρ(r), (b) velocity v(r), (c) diffusivity
D(r), and (d) force F (r), all as functions of particle separation r for 2.3 µm diameter spheres. (e) Pair potentials U(r) in units
of the thermal energy scale for spheres of various sizes obtained by numerically integrating measured pair forces. (f) Selected
data from (e) replotted to emphasize the screened-Coulomb form. Dashed curves are best fits to the pure Coulomb repulsion.
Shaded regions are uncertainties for the relevant quantities.

Eqs. (3) and (4) therefore yields an estimate for the inter-
particle force

F (r) = kBT
v(r)

D(r)
(5)

that can be computed self-consistently from a set of tra-
jectory data [21, 34, 45, 46].

The pair separation, r(t), is recorded at even time in-
tervals, τ . The resulting time series from a particular
blink may be represented as a discrete set {rj} of sepa-
rations measured at time tj = jτ . The relative velocity,
vj , at time tj may be estimated from the change in posi-
tion over n of these time intervals, and may be associated
with the mid-point separation Rj,n = (rj+n+rj)/2. The
relative drift velocity then can be obtained by projecting
vj,n onto the direction of the mid-point separation:

vj,n =
rj+n − rj

nτ
· R̂j,n. (6)

This projection suppresses projection errors that would
result in the appearance of a fictive outward drift [2, 3, 33]
due to diffusion in more than one dimension. Values of
vj,n and Rj,n are used to estimate F (r). Assuming that
no relevant control parameters vary over the course of a

measurement, data from multiple blinks obtained over a
range of starting separations can be consolidated into a
single data set for analysis.

An outstanding challenge in this technique has been to
make the most efficient use possible of measured trajec-
tory data. Sampling particle separations uniformly is dif-
ficult because particles move most rapidly at small sepa-
rations where they interact most strongly. Measurements
in this region benefit from larger numbers of blinks start-
ing from small separations. Conversely, probing weak in-
teractions at large separations poses challenges because
particles tend not to move very far once they are released.
Measurements in this region benefit from sequences of
blinks that cover a range of separations evenly. Unfor-
tunately, the information required to plan a sequence
of starting conditions for uniform statistical sampling is
available only after the measurement is completed and
the interaction is known. To address this problem, we
use adaptive kernel density estimators [35] to make opti-
mal use of unevenly sampled data.

The estimate for the relative velocity at separation r
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based on an N -measurement data set is

v̄n(r) =
1

ρn(r)

1

N − n

N−n∑
j=1

vj,n δσj
(r −Rj,n), (7)

where the kernel, δσ(r), is a smoothing function whose
width, σ, is computed self-consistently from the local
density of measurements [35],

ρ̄n(r) =
1

N − n

N−n∑
j=1

δσj
(r − rj,n). (8)

The typical results presented in Fig. 2 were obtained with
the Epanechnikov kernel; quantitatively equivalent re-
sults are obtained with other choices, including a Gaus-
sian kernel. Figure 2(a) shows the density of measure-
ments at unit time interval, n = 1, for a typical blinking-
tweezer measurement. These data represent results from
N = 1000 single-blink trajectories obtained with a pair
of 2.3 µm diameter spheres acquired over a period of
10 min. Nonuniformity in the density estimate shown in
Fig. 2(a) reflects the fact that the like-charged spheres
spend comparatively little time in close proximity. Fig-
ure 2(b) shows the corresponding result for the drift ve-
locity for that particular pair of spheres. Fluctuations
in the separation-dependent relative velocity are accen-
tuated by the logarithmic scale in Fig. 2(b), with statis-
tical error estimates indicated by the surrounding shaded
region.

We obtain the separation-dependent relative diffusion
coefficient from estimates for the velocity fluctuations
that are computed from the same trajectory data as

∆v̄2n(r) =
1

ρn(r)

1

N − n

N−n∑
j=1

v2j,n δσj
(r−rj,n)−v̄2n(r). (9)

These mean-square fluctuations are then related to
the pair diffusion coefficient through the Einstein-
Smoluchowski relation,

∆v̄2n(r) =
2

nτ
D(r) +

2

n2τ2
ε2(r), (10)

taking into account the measurement error in the pair
separation, ε(r) [33, 38, 39], which may depend on the
separation. Assuming that ε(r) has zero mean, these er-
rors should not affect the estimate for the relative ve-
locity. Because measurement errors should not depend
on the interval n between samples, we may estimate the
separation-dependent relative diffusion coefficient from
any pair of estimators as

D̄(r) = τ
∆v̄2n′(r)n′

2 −∆v̄2n(r)n2

2(n′ − n)
. (11)

In computing v̄2n(r) and ∆v̄2n(r) over intervals n > 1,
we use overlapping samples from the trajectory data set,
also known as greedy sampling [47]. This should not

affect estimates for v(r) or D(r) provided that the tra-
jectories may be treated as Markov processes. This, in
turn, requires that the time interval nτ be short enough
that the particles’ relative motion cause negligibly small
changes in the force and mobility associated with separa-
tion r. Whether or not this condition has been met can
be assessed after a measurement is complete.

Figure 2(c) shows the estimate for D(r) obtained with
n = 1 and n′ = 2. The solid curve in Fig. 2(c) is a fit to
the leading-order prediction [48–50],

D(r) = 2D0

[
1− 3

2

ap
r

+O
{(ap

r

)3}]
, (12)

for the single-sphere diffusion coefficient, D0. The
fit value, D0 = (0.104± 0.004) µm2 s−1, is consistent
with the Stokes-Einstein value, D0 = kBT/(6πη0ap) =
(0.096± 0.005) µm2 s−1. In that sense, the curve in
Fig. 2(c) may be considered to be a no-free-parameter
comparison with theory, rather than the result of a fit.
The dashed line in Fig. 2(c) indicates the asymptotic
asymptotic diffusion coefficient, 2D0.

Combining the estimate for the relative velocity, v̄(r),
with the estimate for the relative pair diffusivity, D̄(r),
yields the estimate for the inter-particle force, F̄ (r), plot-
ted in Fig. 2(d). As is typical for all of the particle pairs
measured, these spheres repel each other with a force
that falls off with increasing separation.

At least as a point of departure, it seems reasonable to
compare these results to the predictions of the linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann theory for colloidal electrostatic in-
teractions in simple electrolytes. Any discrepancies then
would cast light on ways in which the CXB-dodecane
system departs from this idealized model and on unusual
charging mechanisms for the spheres. The pair interac-
tion between identical spheres then can be described as
a screened-Coulomb repulsion, [1]

Usc(r) = kBT Z
∗2λB

(
eκap

1 + κap

)2
e−κr

r
, (13)

where Z∗ is the effective charge number on each sphere.
In conventional aqueous electrolytes, the squared term in
Eq. (13) accounts for the exclusion of simple ions from
the spheres’ interior. The solid curve in Fig. 2(d) is a
two-parameter fit to

Fsc(r) =

(
κ+

1

r

)
Usc(r) (14)

for the spheres’ effective charge number, Z∗ = 687± 20,
and the electrolyte’s screening length in the presence of
spheres, κ−1s = (6.2± 0.1) µm. Consistent values for the
effective charge have been inferred from the pair correla-
tion function of similar many-sphere dispersions [51].

The screening length estimated from the spheres’ in-
teractions is significantly larger than the bulk value, κ−1b ,
estimated from the solvent’s conductivity. The ratio of
the respective ionic strengths is ns/nb = (κ−1b /κ−1s )2 ≈
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Effective charge number Z∗(ap) of
PMMA spheres suspended in CXB/dodecane with respect to
particle size ap. The solid curve is the limiting effective charge
due to counterion condensation from Eq. (16). The horizontal
dashed line indicates the mean effective surface potential of
5.2 kBT and the shaded region indicates the uncertainty in
this value of ±0.4 kBT .

1/3. This may be explained if the functionalized PMMA
spheres acquire their charges by adsorbing cations from
solution. The immobilized spheres that are deposited
on the walls then prevent these ions from contributing
to charge transport. Removing cations from solution in
this way would reduce the conductivity of the electrolyte
when the volume fraction of spheres is low.

Comparably good results are obtained for pairs of
spheres ranging in size from ap = 0.55 µm to ap =
2.70 µm. To more easily compare these measurements,
we compute the interparticle potential U(r) by nu-
merically integrating F (r) under the assumption that
limr→∞ U(r) = 0. Figure 2(e) shows results for six-
teen pairs of spheres (solid curves) together with statis-
tical uncertainties (shaded regions) and fits to Eq. (13)
(dashed curves). To emphasize the agreement between
these measurements and theory, we replot representative
curves in Fig. 2(f) so that the screened-Coulomb form
falls on a line whose slope is κ. For comparison, we also
plot the best fit to a pure Coulomb repulsion (κ = 0) as
dashed curves.

How the spheres’ charges depend on their radii offers
insights into their charging mechanism. The discrete
points in Fig. 3 show fit values for Z∗(ap) plotted as
a function of fit values of κap. These results are scaled
to emphasize the relationship between effective surface
charge and effective surface potential, ζ∗, that is pre-
dicted by charge renormalization theory [3, 5, 52, 53],

Z∗
λB
ap

=

∣∣∣∣ eζ∗kBT

∣∣∣∣ (1 + κap). (15)

The good agreement between our measurements and a
one-parameter fit of the data to Eq. (15) for the effective

surface potential, eζ∗ = (5.2± 0.4) kBT suggests that
the spheres’ charges are regulated by a constant surface
potential.

The observed linear dependence of Z∗ on ap contrasts
with a recent report [15] of complementary measurements
on the same system prepared with a higher volume frac-
tion of particles. The quadratic dependence of effective
charge on particle radius reported in that study is incon-
sistent with Eq. (15). Having the effective charge be pro-
portional to surface area could be consistent with charg-
ing controlled by the chemical equilibria of weak associa-
tion and dissociation reactions [54]. Our measurements,
by contrast are consistent with standard thermodynamic
mechanisms [4] in a conventional electrolyte, at least for
spheres at very low volume fraction.

The large screening length of the CXB-dodecane mix-
ture creates an addition way to probe the spheres’ charg-
ing mechanism. According to Poisson-Boltzmann theory
[6], the effective charge on a sphere that is small enough
to satisfy κap < 1 is limited by counterion condensation.
For spheres dispersed in a 1:1 electrolyte, this limit is [6]

Z∗
λB
ap

< 4 ln 2− 2 lnκap + 2 ln(− lnκap)

− 1

2
ln

(
Z λB

ap
− 2 lnκap

Z λB

ap
+ 2 lnκap

)
+O{1} , (16)

where Z is the sphere’s bare charge. This result recently
has been shown to be consistent with the measured elec-
trophoretic mobility of highly charged colloidal spheres
in low polar solvents under salt-free conditions [55]. Pre-
dictions for the present system in the limit of large bare
charge are plotted as a solid curve in Fig. 3. The mea-
sured values all being well below the Poisson-Boltzmann
limit, we conclude that the spheres’ effective charges are
not reduced by charge renormalization and thus should
differ little from the bare charges.

This conclusion is further supported by referring to
analytical expressions for to the full Poisson-Boltzmann
potential outside a charged sphere [56]. In the domain
of the present experiments, κap < 0.3, eζ∗ < 6kBT , and
κr >∼ 1, the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann approximation
overestimates the potential energy for monovalent ions
at distance r from the charged sphere’s center by less
that 1 % [56, see Eq. (8)]. Assuming that the potential
energy for a charged sphere centered at the same large
separation can be obtained by linear superposition, our
fits to experimental estimates for U(r) would thus under-
estimate the spheres’ surface potentials by far less than
the experimental uncertainty. The fit values for the ef-
fective charges on the spheres thus should be reasonably
good estimates for their bare charges, Z∗ ≈ Z.

Based on these considerations, we propose that the
spheres in the present study acquire their charges by as-
sociation of cations from solution. The presence in so-
lution of protons from the dehydrobromination of CXB
suggests a likely source for those cations. With this in-
terpretation, the measured surface potential of 5 kBT
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reasonably corresponds to the energy of association be-
tween the cations and polarizable groups bound to the
spheres’ surfaces. This potential is below the threshold
for charge condensation. Few counterions, therefore, are
likely to be associated with the surface. Spheres that
are substantially larger than those in the present study
might cross over into the regime of strong charge renor-
malization. Whether that would take the form of cation
dissociation or counterion condensation is an open ques-
tion.

The outstanding puzzle in the present study is that
the CXB/dodecane electrolyte appears to be rather con-
ventional. Both conductivity and colloidal interaction
measurements suggest the presence of free ions in solu-
tion, even though the energetic cost of charge separation
should be substantially higher than the thermal energy
scale. No organic salt or charge-stabilization agents were
added to the solution. Nor are any of the system’s com-
ponents likely to form nanoscale structures such as in-

verse micelles that would allow for stable charge sepa-
ration at room temperature [57]. The same mechanism
that allows for separation of hydrogen and bromide ions
in solution is likely to be involved in charging the PMMA
spheres. Once they are more fully understood, such or-
ganic electrolyte systems will provide interesting model
systems with which to study electrostatic coupling in
charge-stabilized colloidal dispersions. The high charges
and long screening lengths that can be attained will be
useful for probing nonlinear screening and the breakdown
of pairwise additivity in charged spheres’ electrostatic in-
teractions. Understanding and controlling charge trans-
fer mechanisms in simple organic electrolytes such as
CXB/dodecane may yield useful alternatives to aqueous
electrolytes in practical applications.
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